SALSCO PRODUCT TRAINING is for dealer salespeople to become familiar with our product line and to understand the value of our products. Please share this detailed information with potential buyers.

**Roller Options**

Salsco offers amazing attachments to our rollers that allow you to do more than roll. If you’re buying a new roller or have an existing one, these attachments are a must have. They can be factory-installed when ordering a new roller or retro-fit to rollers in the field. Here is a summary of roller options, rollers that can be equipped with them, and rollers that come standard with these attachments.

**LED Light Kit** (set of two) allows you to roll before the sun comes up and after dusk, so as not to disturb play!

- HP5.5; HP11; HP11-III; 09065/09067 GGR; Roll-N-Go EHA
- Standard w/Tranz-Former; CRV

**Tournament Roll Kit** consists of two brackets and two handle assemblies installed on both sides, and two smaller diameter rolls, one on each side. The operator simply lowers the roll when needed, which allows a double roll in one pass and achieves an increased ball speed in half the time.

- HP11; 09065/09067 GGR; 09074 EGR, QC

**Inner Spike Air Kit** gently spikes the green, allowing water and oxygen to penetrate the crust to the plant roots. Fifteen stars on each assembly insert slits into the green up to ½” depth. They are separated by hard foam washers to allow flexibility, so no tufting.

- HP5.5; HP11; Roll-N-Go EHA

**Brush Kit** is perfect for brushing the sand into the canopy after top dressing, aeration, or over-seeding. It does so with equal, non-abrasive distribution. The Brush Kit comes with two brushes, one for each side of the frame. They are easily raised and secured to the roll housing when not in use.

- HP5.5; HP11; HP11-III; 09065/09067 GGR; Roll-N-Go EHA; 09074 EGR, QC
**Roller Options (cont.)**

**Rotary Brush System** (black brush) helps prevent sand and loose grass from building up on the roll. Most rollers leave a lot of debris, especially after switching direction. Operators can carry a backpack blower or dew whip to clean up, however, the Rotary Brush System eliminates 90% of this labor by distributing debris while rolling.

*HP11; HP11-III; 09065/09067 GGR; Roll-N-Go EHA; 09074 EGR, QC*

*Standard w/Tranz-Former; CRV*

**Scraper Kit** helps prevent sand and loose grass from building up on the roll. This is our initial adaptation of the Rotary Brush System.

*HP5.5 only*

**Arm Rest Seat** is a valuable upgrade. The arms will support the upper torso and reduce strain on your neck and shoulder areas when rolling. The Arm Rest Seat can also reduce slumping and promote good posture.

*HP5.5; HP11; HP11-III; 09065/09067 GGR; 09074 EGR, QC*

*Standard w/Tranz-Former; Roll-N-Go EHA; CRV*

**Foot Pedal Adapter** will raise the height of the pedals to accommodate the operator’s needs.

*HP5.5; HP11; HP11-III; 09065/09067 GGR; 09074 EGR, QC; Roll-N-Go EHA*

**Rear Wheel Extension** adds stability when using on hilly terrain.

*Tranz-Former only*

**Sun Cover** does just that…It covers you from the sun!

**Cool Top w/Fan** (factory installed). Fan provides extra relief from the hot sun.

*Tranz-Former only*